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Why is AA-10 so special??

ATTEN
T

ION!

In the Wagyu Breed the preferred fat type
is AA. Of all the Wagyu in the USA only 18%
test out as AA fat type. Of those that test out as the AA fat type
less then 1% will test out with a tenderness score of 10. If you
now take away any of those that test out AA-10 that are free of
known genetic disorders you are looking at a very very small
group, less then a couple dozen. Wagyu 100 in this auction is
bringing you the opportunity to obtain genetics from an elite
group of AA-10 influenced matings. Take your herd to the next
level.

Sight Unseen Guarantee
Buy with confidence. All purchases are fully guaranteed

www.wagyu100.com
Christopher Fischer
469.338.6939
EastTexasStars@hotmail.com
PO Box 798
Mineola, Texas 75773

Lot 1 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag 132 | 04.13.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
MONJIRO 11550 (FB201)
WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 (FB1614)
SAKURA 2 741638 (FB206)
WORLD K’S BEIJIROU (FB2289)
OKUSHIGE 1803 (FB218)
WORLD K’S OKUTANI (FB1616)
FUJITANI 655405 (FB223)

WAGYU 100 MS BEIJIROU E132
BR MICHIFUKU 8614 (FB4756)
JB100 TAKAYAMA 2 (FB5949)
BR MS KIKUHANA 8611 (FB4477)
JB 100 FUKUKANE (FB8298)
BAR R TAKASURU 1 K (FB4954)
BAR R 15P (FB5905)
BAR R MISS 50J (FB4217)

Wagyu100 is bringing back the foundation genetics with this mating.
Beijiro is a bull that has virtually no semen available and what is available
sells for over $2,500 a straw. This heifer is the daughter of Okutani one of
the original females imported with Suzutani, Beijirou is sired by Haruki 2
who is starting to become one of the top trait leaders in the breed. He is a
full brother to Genjirou and full brother to Fujiko the first wagyu born in
the United States. The dam in this breeding Fukukane is Wagyu 100's top
donor. Shed has great size and an SCD score of VA-9. In her pedigree you
find the foundation sire of World k's Michifuku, TF Kikuhana and World
K's Takazakura. Fukukane averages 21 embryos per flush. Fukukane brings
great size to the breeding.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 2 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag E62 | 03.01.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

WAGYU 100 MS SHIGIFUKU E62
BR MICHIFUKU 8614 (FB4756)
JB100 TAKAUAMA (FB5949)
BR MS KIKUHANA 8611 (FB4477)
JB 100 FUKUKANE (FB8298)
WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA (FB2892)
BAR R 15P (FB5905)
BAR R MISS 50J (FB4217)

The sire in this mating Shigefuku J1822 is a bull bred from within the
main Kedaka lines. He exhibits higher growth rates, body volume and desirable coat type. Shigefuku 005 weighted in at 1,735 lbs. at 23 months of
age. There are no known reports of his full mature weight since he never
left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull
that never left Japan only a limited supply of his semen was ever exported
into the USA therefore the supply of his semen is almost nonexistent selling
for over $2,500 per straw. The dam in this breeding Fukukane is Wagyu
100’s top donor. She has great size and an SCD score of VA-9. In her pedigree you find the foundation sire of World k's Michifuku, TF Kikuhana
and World K's Takazakura. Fukukane averages 21 embryos per flush.
Fukukane brings great size to the breeding.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 3 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E65 | 04.02.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
DAI 7 ITOZAKURA (FB226)
ITOHANA (FB504)
YOSHIFUKUHANA (FB561)
KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KENSEI 108 (FB209)
HANA FUJI 472029 (FB563)
HANAYUU 158303 (FB564)

WAGYU 100 KENHANAFUJI E65

The sire in this mating
Shigefuku J1822 is a bull bred
from within the main Kedaka
lines. He exhibits higher
growth rates, body volume
and desirable coat type. Shigefuku 005 weighted in at 1,735
lbs. at 23 months of age.
There are no known reports of his full mature weight since he never left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull that never left Japan only a
limited supply of his semen was ever exported into the USA therefore the supply of his
semen is almost nonexistent selling for over $2,500 per straw. The dam in this mating
is Mizukura 17W. She is the daughter of World K's Takazakura who is sired by Takei
the son of the legendary Japanese sire Yasafuku J930. What makes Mizukura special to
us is the bottom side of Mizukura's pedigree is Kobe Mizutani who is the daughter of
the very sought after Kenhanafuji. Kenhanafuji was one of the most promising young
bulls Japan had ever produced when he was purchased by U.S. Investors in the early
90's and exported to America. Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased
Kenhanafuji for a reported $150,000 and took him back to Japan. Semen on Kenhanafuji is very hard to locate.
TAKAEI 1412 (FB609)
WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA (FB2892)
DAI NI SAKURA 7 (FB612)
MIZUKURA 17W (FB12171)
KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KOBE MIZUTANI 607E (FB3214)
HEATHERKURA (FB2205)

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 4 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E60 | 03.28.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

WAGYU 100 SHIGIFUKU E60
HIRASHIGETAYASU J2351 (FB670)
BAR R 37R (FB6176)
BR MS MICHIFUKU T4E 8605 (FB4473)
JB 67G HIRATANI (FB17928)
TSUHIMA 2 (FB8076)
JB 35 GREEN (FB14000)
BAR R SHIGESHIGETANI 13T (FB7876)

The dam of the bull MS Chiharu has an SCD score of AA-9 She has
Sanjirou SCD AA-7 twice in her pedigree. When it comes to blood, it is
no surprise that Sanjirou is as good as he is as a sire as he comes from the
best sire in Michifuku and the best dam in Suzutani. The sire in this mating
Shigefuku J1822 is a bull bred from within the main Kedaka lines. He exhibits higher growth rates, body volume and desirable coat type. Shigefuku
005 weighted in at 1,735 lbs. at 23 months of age. There are no known
reports of his full mature weight since he never left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull that never left Japan only
a limited supply of his semen was ever exported into the USA therefore
the supply of his semen is almost nonexistent selling for over $2,500 per
straw.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 5 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E76 | 04.11.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
DAI 7 ITOZAKURA (FB226)
ITOHANA (FB504)
YOSHIFUKUHANA (FB561)
KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KENSEI 108 (FB209)
HANA FUJI 472029 (FB563)
HANAYUU 158303 (FB564)

Kenhanafuji was
one of the most promising young bulls Japan
had ever produced
when he was snatched
away by US investors
in the early 90's and
exported to America.
Upon arriving in
America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a reported $150,000 and
took him back to Japan. With a limited supply of semen available offspring of Kenhanafuji has been very limited. The dam of this bull is Nanashi. She is a daughter of
the great Itozuru Doi 151. Itozuru Doi 151 semen is limited to only a handfull of
straws are left in existence. The last recorded sale of Itozuru Doi 151 semen sold for
more then $9,000 a straw. Itozuru Doi 151 beat Michifuku in every statistical category of comparison in fullblood Wagyu carcasses. By the time his progeny were tested
and his value discovered Itozuru Doi 151 was deceased leaving a very limited supply
of semen. The cows produced by Itozuru Doi 151 typically reach weights in excess
of 1,500 pounds. Nanashi's Sire is the great Sanjirou SCD AA-7. Wagyu 100 is one
of the first to offer this mating.
WAGYU 100 KENHANAFUJI E76

ITOKITATSURU (FB678)
ITOZURU DOI (FB3685)
YASUHIME (FB662)
NANASHI (FB10054)
WOLRD K’S SANJIROU (FB2501)
CHR MS SANJIROU 186R (FB6015)
CHR MS KITAGUNI 84L (FB5131)

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 6 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag E45 | 02.17.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

This heifer is foundation bull over foundation
bull. The sire in this mating Shigefuku J1822 is a
bull bred from within the
WAGYU 100 MS SHIGIFUKU E45
MONJIRO 11550 (FB201)
main Kedaka lines. He
WORLD K’S MICHIFUKU (FB1615)
exhibits higher growth
MICHIKO 655635 (FB215)
rates, body volume and
CHR MS MICHIFURU 2 (FB9852)
desirable coat type. ShigeMJBMUSASHI 03K (FB5137)
fuku 005 weighted in at
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 193R (FB6021)
CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 016 (FB4014) 1,735 lbs. at 23 months
of age. There are no
known reports of his full mature weight since he never left Japan but realistic estimates
are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull that never left Japan only a limited supply of
his semen was ever exported into the USA therefore the supply of his semen is almost
nonexistent selling for over $2,500 per straw. The Dam in this mating is a Michifuku
daughter. Michifuku has proven to be the benchmark for all Wagyu sires in respect to
carcass production. This Japanese import has proven himself as the Wagyu industry’s
top ranked carcass. What makes this dam special is the AA genetics in the pedigree not
just Michifuku with an SCD score of AA-5 but we also find JVP Fukutsuru 068 and
Kikuyasu-400. JVP Fukutsuru 068 is the number one ranked marbling carcass in the
US sire summary and has an SCD score of AA-7. Kikuyasu-400 was the largest Tajima
bull imported into the USA and has an SCD score of AA-5. If you are looking for a
great future doner don't miss this package.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 7 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag D24 | 11.18.16
To be registered upon completion of sale.
DAI 9 ITOZAKURA (FB395)
KITAGUNI 7/8 (FB581)
KITAGUNI 7 (FB580)
WORLD K’S KITAGUNI JR (FB2422)
KOUFUKU (FB616)
WORLD K'S NAKAYUKI (FB2893)
NAKAHANA 3 (FB591)

WAGYU 100 KITIGUNI D24
JVP FUKUTSURU-068 (FB2101)
BAR R ICHIRO 31R (FB6185)
BAR R MISS 31M (FB5437)
JB19 (BE) (FB10646)
JB100 TAKAYAMA (FB5949)
JB 100 FUKUKANE (FB8298)
BAR R 15P (FB5905)

The dam in this mating is an F-11 carrier. When tested if the calf is a
F-11 carrier Wagyu 100 will refund the bid price.
The sire of this bull is World K's Kitaguni Jr. Kitaguni Jr. provides an
abundance of snowflake like marbling and excellent growth. The dam
of this bull 19 green is one of our larger cows here at Wagyu 100. She
is the Daughter of Bar R Ichiro 31R who is a son of JVP Fukutsuru
068. Fukutsuru 068 is the number one ranked marbling bull in the
US sire summary with an SCD Score of AA-7. The influence of Kitaguni Jr. and Fukutsuru 068 in this bull is going to produce excellent
meat carcasses. Wagyu 100 reserves the right to collect semen on this
bull at our cost for use in our program only.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 8 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E7 | 01.08.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
ITOHANA (FB504)
TF KIKUHANA (FB2127)
NAYORI 1 (FB523)
WORLD K’S KAGE (FB7540)
KITAGUNI 7/8 (FB581)
WORLD K'S REIKO (FB2424)
WORLD K'S OKAHANA (FB2894)

The dam in this
mating is an F-11
carrier. When
tested if the calf is
a F-11 carrier
WAGYU 100 KAGE E7
Wagyu 100 will
BR MICHIFUKU 8614 (FB4756)
JB100 TAKAYAMA (FB5949)
refund the bid
BR MS KIKUHANA 8611 (FB4477)
price.
JB 100 FUKUKANE (FB8298)
This is a chance
BAR R TAKASURU 1 K (FB4954)
to own a son of
BAR R 15P (FB5905)
BAR R MISS 50J (FB4217)
World K's Kage.
On October 23
at the Muddy Flats cattle dispersion sale Lot 1 a daughter of World K's Kage
sold for $47,500. World K's Kage is a bull known for great growth potential.
World K's Kage is a very long bull with great structure. It is that extended
length that we are looking for in our use of World K’s Kage in our program.
The dam of this bull 19 green is one of our larger cows here at Wagyu 100.
She is the Daughter of Bar R Ichiro 31R who is a son of JVP Fukutsuru 068.
Fukutsuru 068 is the number one ranked marbling bull in the US sire summary with an SCD Score of AA-7. The dam is an F-11 carrier. At the time of
this catalog this bull had not yet been tested for F-11. Wagyu 100 will guarantee E7 free of f-11 or refund the full amount of the bid. Wagyu 100 will retain the right to have this bull collected at our cost for use in our breeding
program only.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 9 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag E53 | 02.24.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

WAGYU 100 MS SHIGEFUKU E53
BR MICHIFUKU 8614 (FB4756)
JB100 TAKAYAMA (FB5949)
BR MS KIKUHANA 8611 (FB4477)
JB 100 FUKUKANE (FB8298)
BAR R TAKASURU 1 K (FB4954)
BAR R 15P (FB5905)
BAR R MISS 50J (FB4217)

The sire in this
mating Shigefuku
J1822 is a bull
bred from within the main Kedaka lines. He exhibits higher growth rates, body
volume and desirable coat type. Shigefuku 005 weighted in at 1,735 lbs. at 23
months of age. There are no known reports of his full mature weight since he
never left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs. Shigefuku 005 was a bull
that never left Japan only a limited supply of his semen was ever exported into
the USA therefore the supply of his semen is almost nonexistent selling for over
$2,500 per straw. The dam in this breeding Fukukane is Wagyu 100's top donor.
She has great size and an SCD score of VA-9. In her pedigree you find the foundation sire of World k's Michifuku, TF Kikuhana and World K's Takazakura.
Fukukane averages 21 embryos per flush. Fukukane brings great size to the breeding.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 10 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag E43 | 02.13.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
MONJIRO 11550 (FB201)
WORLD K’S HARUKI 2 (FB1614)
SAKURA 2 741638 (FB206)
WORLD K’S BEIJIROU (FB2289)
OKUSHIGE 1803 (FB218)
WORLD K’S OKUTANI (FB1616)
FUJITANI 655405 (FB223)

Wagyu100 is bringing back the foundation bulls with this
mating. World K's Beijiro is a bull that has
WAGYU 100 MS BEIJIROU E43
ITOHIKARI (FB573)
virtually no semen
MITSUHIKOKURA 149 (FB3683)
available and what is
HIKOKURA 3/9 (FB572)
available sells for over
CHR MS MITSUHIKOKURA 521 (FB13334)
$2,500 a straw. World
WORLD K'S TAKAZAKURA (FB2892)
K's Beijiro is the son of
SUZUTAKA 2 (FB6032)
Okutani one of the
WORLD K'S SUZUTANI (FB1617)
original females imported with Suzutani. World K's Beijiro is sired by World K's Haruki 2 who is starting
to become one of the tip trait leaders in the breed. World K's Beijiro is full brother to
Genjirou and full brother to Fujiko the first wagyu born in the United States. On the
dam side we have CHR MS Mitsuhikokura 521 a daughter to Mitsuhikokura 149.
Mitsuhikikura 149 is known for growth and milk and as the thickest bull in wagyu.
On the bottom of CHR Mitsuhikokura 521 pedigree you find Suzutaka 2 a dam sired
by another great foundation bull World K's Takazakura. World K's Takazakura is sired
by Takei who is a son of the legendary Japanese sire Yasufuku J930. The dam of Suzutaka is Suzutani. Suzutani is without question the most influential dam in the wagyu
breed. Suzutani was the dam of Sanjirou and Shigishigitani. You do not find this pedigree for sale often.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 11 HEIFER
Heifer | Ear Tag E66 | 04.02.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
RYUEI H20 (FB3)
RUEMEI H39 (FB1)
HAMAMORI H101 (FB52)
RUESHAW (FB101)
SOCHU H10 (FB5)
KIKUTAMA 14285 (FB2)
KIKUFUJI RK41627 (FB6)

WAGYU 100 MS RUESHAW E66
DAI 10 MITSUMARU (FB424)
HB BIG AL 502 (FB2998)
AKIKO (FB2120)
SOR MS BIG ALKARI #5 (FB22256)
HIKARI (FB2455)
UKB MS HIKARI HOMARE J30E(JVP) (FB11800)
JVP MS HOMARE J 30E (FB3370)

Wagyu 100 wants to display the best in Wagyu genetics. With this heifer
you are seeing just that. Wagyu 100 brings you this one of a kind breeding
Rueshaw over a Big Al Daughter. The inbreeding coefficient is 0%. That is
correct 100% red wagyu 0% inbreeding coefficient. Rueshaw semen sales for
over $5,000 per straw. Finding it is one thing finding someone who will sale
it is another. Rueshaw ws the 1975 Japanese National Champion Bull. He
was one of the first two original bulls to ever leave Japan in 1976. The dam in
this mating is a daughter of HB Big Al. Big al was the first Akaushi calf born
outside of Japan. Big Al is the pride of the Heartbrand company and to this
day sits in the lobby of their corporate headquarters. Daughters of Big Al are
limited. Many pedigrees have a trace of Rueshaw, but this is your chance to
own an actual daughter of Rueshaw.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 12 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E93 | 04.23.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
RYUEI H20 (FB3)
RUEMEI H39 (FB1)
HAMAMORI H101 (FB52)
RUESHAW (FB101)
SOCHU H10 (FB5)
KIKUTAMA 14285 (FB2)
KIKUFUJI RK41627 (FB6)

WAGYU 100 RUESHAW E93
DAI 10 MITSUMARU (FB424)
HB BIG AL 502 (FB2998)
AKIKO (FB2120)
SOR MS BIG ALKARI #8 (FB22251)
HIKARI (FB2455)
UKB MS HIKARI HOMARE J30E(JVP) (FB11800)
JVP MS HOMARE J 30E (FB3370)

Wagyu 100 wants
to display the best in
Wagyu genetics. With
this bull you are seeing
just that. Wagyu 100 brings you this one of a kind breeding Rueshaw over a Big Al
Daughter. The inbreeding coefficient is 0%. That is correct 100% red Wagyu 0% inbreeding coefficient. Rueshaw semen sales for over $5,000 per straw. Finding it is one
thing finding someone who will sale it is another. Rueshaw was the 1975 Japanese National Champion Bull. He was one of the first two original bulls to ever leave Japan in
1976. The dam in this mating is a daughter of HB Big Al. Big al was the first Akaushi
calf born outside of Japan. Big Al is the pride of the Heartbrand company and to this
day sits in the lobby of their corporate headquarters. Many pedigrees have a trace of
Rueshaw, but this is your chance to own an actual daughter of Rueshaw. Wagyu 100
retains the right to collect at our expense semen from this bull for the use in our breeding program.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 13 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E141 | 04.17.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.

The sire in this mating
Shigefuku J1822 is a bull bred
from within the main Kedaka
lines. He exhibits higher
growth rates, body volume
and desirable coat type. Shigefuku 005 weighted in at 1,735
WAGYU 100 SHIGEFUKU E141
TAKAEI 1412 (FB609)
lbs. at 23 months of age.
WORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA (FB2892)
There are no known reports
DAI NI SAKURA 7 (FB612)
of his full mature weight since
MIZUKURA 17W (FB12171)
he never left Japan but realisKENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
tic estimates are 2,400 lbs.
KOBE MIZUTANI 607E (FB3214)
Shigefuku 005 was a bull that
HEATHERKURA (FB2205)
never left Japan only a limited
supply of his semen was ever exported into the USA therefore the supply of his semen
is almost nonexistent selling for over $2,500 per straw. The dam in this mating is
Mizukura 17W. She is the daughter of World K's Takazakura who is sired by Takei the
son of the legendary Japanese sire Yasafuku J930. What makes Mizukura special to us
is the bottom side of Mizukura's pedigree is Kobe Mizutani who is the daughter of the
very sought after Kenhanafuji. Kenhanafuji was one of the most promising young bulls
Japan had ever produced when he was purchased by U.S. Investors in the early 90's
and exported to America. Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a reported $150,000 and took him back to Japan. Semen on Kenhanafuji
is very hard to locate. Wagyu 100 reserves the right to collect this bull for semen at our
expense for the use of breeding within our program.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 14 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E130 | 04.12.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
KEDAKA 7212 (FB334)
DAI 20 HIRASHIGE 287 (FB330)
DAI 13 HIRASHIGE (FB668)
SHIGEFUKU J1822 (FB6538)
HAYANOBU J9627 (FB6534)
MORIKITA J141042 (FB6537)
KITAFUJI J1342299 (FB6535)

The sire in this mating
Shigefuku J1822 is a bull bred
from within the main Kedaka
lines. He exhibits higher
WAGYU 100 SHIGEFUKU E130
growth rates, body volume
TAKAEI 1412 (FB609)
and desirable coat type. ShigeWORLD K’S TAKAZAKURA (FB2892)
DAI NI SAKURA 7 (FB612)
fuku 005 weighted in at 1,735
MIZUKURA 17W (FB12171)
lbs. at 23 months of age.
KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
There are no known reports
KOBE MIZUTANI 607E (FB3214)
of his full mature weight since
HEATHERKURA (FB2205)
he never left Japan but realistic estimates are 2,400 lbs.
Shigefuku 005 was a bull that never left Japan only a limited supply of his semen was
ever exported into the USA therefore the supply of his semen is almost nonexistent
selling for over $2,500 per straw. The dam in this mating is Mizukura 17W. She is the
daughter of World K's Takazakura who is sired by Takei the son of the legendary Japanese sire Yasafuku J930. What makes Mizukura special to us is the bottom side of
Mizukura's pedigree is Kobe Mizutani who is the daughter of the very sought after
Kenhanafuji. Kenhanafuji was one of the most promising young bulls Japan had ever
produced when he was purchased by U.S. Investors in the early 90's and exported to
America. Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a
reported $150,000 and took him back to Japan. Semen on Kenhanafuji is very hard to
locate.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 15 BULL
Bull | Ear Tag E99 | 05.28.17
To be registered upon completion of sale.
DAI 7 ITOZAKURA (FB226)
ITOHANA (FB504)
YOSHIFUKUHANA (FB561)
KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KENSEI 108 (FB209)
HANA FUJI 472029 (FB563)
HANAYUU 158303 (FB564)

WAGYU 100 KENHANAFUJI E99

Kenhanafuji was one
of the most promising
young bulls Japan had
ever produced when he
was snatched away by US
investors in the early 90's
and exported to America.
Upon arriving in America a Japanese investor purchased Kenhanafuji for a reported
$150,000 and took him back to Japan. With a limited supply of semen available offspring of Kenhanafuji has been very limited. The dam of this bull is CHR MS Itozuru
Doi 367. She is a daughter of the great Itozuru Doi 151. Itozuru Doi 151 semen is
limited to only a handfull of straws are left in existence. The last recorded sale of Itozuru
Doi 151 semen sold for more then $9,000 a straw. Itozuru Doi 151 beat Michifuku in
every statistical category of comparison in fullblood Wagyu carcasses. By the time his
progeny were tested and his value discovered Itozuru Doi 151 was deceased leaving a
very limited supply of semen. The cows produced by Itozuru Doi 151 typically reach
weights in excess of 1,500 pounds. The dam of CHR MS Itozuru Doi 367 is a daughter
of World K's Sanjirou SCD AA-7. Wagyu 100 is excited to offer this limited breeding.
ITOKITATSURU (FB678)
ITOZURU DOI (FB3685)
YASUHIME (FB662)
CHR MS ITOZURU DOI 367 (FB9780)
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
CHR MS SANJIROU 185R (FB6050)
CHR MS KIKUMICHI 028 (FB4025)

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 16 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

ITOZURU DOI (FB3685)
STONYRUN ID 151 ICHIRO 1 (FB11842)
SUZUTAKA 2 (FB6032)
MS TR 4810 (FB22019)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
LTR MS FUJI DAI TERUTANI (FB11445)
LAKE WAGYU C098 (FB11540)

MS TR 4810, dam to Lot 16 embryos.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

This dam is an AA-6, her sire is a son of the highly
sought after Itosuru Doi 151. Her mother is the daughter
of itoshigifuji 147 the largest wagyu brought into the USA
at weighing over 2,600 pounds. This dam is will have a
big influence on our herd in years to come.
Free of all known genetic disorders.

Lot 17 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 Exportable Embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

DAI 2 YASUTSURU 774 (FB306)
JVP FUKUTSURU-068 (FB2101)
TERUYASU 649663 (FB307)
MS USURAMI (FB11014)
TF KIKUHANA (FB2127)
CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 016 (FB4014)
JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 403 (FB3081)

Ms Usurami, dam to Lot 17 embryos.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

The dam in this mating is a JVP Fukutsuru 068
Daughter. What makes here special to us is her size. Typically 068 daughters are small in size. This Dam is one of
the larger cows in our herd. Fukutsuru 068 is at the top
when it comes to marbling, match that up with the size
and marbling of MFC Michiyoshi 522c in this mating
and you will have some awesome progeny.
Free of all known genetic disorders.

Lot 18 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 Exportable Embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

WORLD K'S HARUKI 2 (FB1614)
WORLD K'S SHIGESHIGETANI (FB2907)
WORLD K'S SUZUTANI (FB1617)
2+K KAGAYAKI 010 (FB7866)
CHR HIRASHIGE 081L (FB5256)
CHR MS HIRASHIGE 176P (FB5807)
CHR MS TAK 096L (FB5257)

2+K Kagayaki 010, dam to Lot 18 embryos.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

The dam in this pedigree is the daughter of the highly
sought after World K’s Shigishigitani. This is a cow that
will bring size to your herd. This cow is a prolific embryo
producer.
Free of all known genetic disorders.

Lot 19 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 Exportable Embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KEVINHANIFUJI (FB3620)
HEATHERKURA (FB2205)
HANAFUJI 299U (FB10533)
INAKA YAMA (FB7093)
SARASON II (FB7094)
SARASON (FB6067)

Hanafuji 299U, dam to Lot 19 embryos.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

This is one of our favorite Pedigrees. The Dam is a
daughter of Kevinhanafuji. Kevinhanafuji is a result of a
breeding between Kenhanafuji and Heatherkora. Kenhanafuji is a bull that was brought to America where he
was immediately purchased by a Japanese businessman for
$150,000 and taken back to Japan. Heatherkora is a very
rare daughter of Suzutani the most influential dam in the
wagyu breed.
Free of all known genetic disorders.

Lot 20 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

CHR HIRASHIGE 081L (FB5256)
CHR HIRASHIGE 170P (FB6008)
CHR MS KIKUSHIGE 017 (FB4015)
KUJIMI (FB11019)
KAGAYAKU (FB4462)
KOJIHANA (FB6129)
KOJI (FB3135)

Kujimi, dam to Lot 20 embryos.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Kujimi is simply put one bad ass looking wagyu. When
people visit she is the one they pick out. She has great size.
We are excited to see the results when paired with MFC
Michiyoshi 522C., it will be size on size.
Free of all known genetic disorders.

Lot 21 EMBRYOS
Selling 4 embryos sired by a SCD AA-10 bull
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (FB21095)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)

4 EMBRYOS

KENHANAFUJI (FB2461)
KEVINHANIFUJI (FB3620)
HEATHERKURA (FB2205)
HW 0330 (FB10149)
TF KIKUHANA (FB2127)
NIRU (FB4078)
JVP MS KIKUSHIGE 08E (FB3086)

HW 0330, donor to flush of Lot 21.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

HW0330 is from my private reserve dams. This will be
the first embryos released from her. She is the Daughter
of Kevinhanafuji who was sired by Kenhanafuji, a bull that
reportedly sold for $150,000. Kevinhanafuji was mated
with Heatherkora the lost daughter of Suzutani. Suzutani
is considerted the most influential dam in the wagyu
breed. To top it off lets throw in the bottom of the pedigree TF Kikuhana over a JVP Kikuyasu 400 daughter.
Embryos can be exportable upon request with additional
fee of $50 per embryo.
Free of all Known genetic disorders.

Lot 22 SEMEN
Selling 5 units of MFC Michiyoshi 522C (SCD AA-10)
WORLD K'S MICHIFUKU (FB1615)
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
WORLD K'S SUZUTANI (FB1617)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
JVP FUKUTSURU-068 (FB2101)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
CHR MS TAKAZAKURA 044J (FB4835)

MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (SCD AA-10)
ITOFUJI 483 (FB319)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
DAI 30 NOBORU J920752 (FB660)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)
CHR MS HIRASHIGE 055J (FB4832)

Michiyoshi 522C. semen is EU certified. Semen is located at Hawkeye Breeders in Iowa.
Free of all known genetic disorders.
MFC Michiyoshi 522C

MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C is the only DNA verified SCD AA-10 son of Michiyoshi. Michiyoshi the sire of MFC Michiyoshi 522C is the #1 ranked bull free from
genetic disorders in the 2014 US sire summary. MFC Michiyoshi 522C is well on his way to exceeding his sire bringing not only a higher SCD score of AA-10 but
also a drastic increase in size. If you are looking to bring AA genetics into your herd without sacrificing size, MFC Michiyoshi 522C is the hands down best option
out there. MFC Michiyoshi 522C semen is EU Qualified for export. SEXED SEMEN will be available this fall.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 23 SEMEN
Selling 5 units of MFC Michiyoshi 522C (SCD AA-10)
WORLD K'S MICHIFUKU (FB1615)
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
WORLD K'S SUZUTANI (FB1617)
MICHIYOSHI (FB9420)
JVP FUKUTSURU-068 (FB2101)
CHR MS FUKUTSURU 107L (FB5861)
CHR MS TAKAZAKURA 044J (FB4835)

MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C (SCD AA-10)
ITOFUJI 483 (FB319)
ITOSHIGEFUJI (FB3681)
DAI 30 NOBORU J920752 (FB660)
MFC MS ITOSHIGEFUJI 2-9 (FB13942)
WORLD K'S SANJIROU (FB2501)
MFC MS SANJIROU 7-2 (FB8117)
CHR MS HIRASHIGE 055J (FB4832)

Michiyoshi 522C. semen is EU certified. Semen is located at Hawkeye Breeders in Iowa.
Free of all known genetic disorders.
MFC Michiyoshi 522C

MFC MICHIYOSHI 522C is the only DNA verified SCD AA-10 son of Michiyoshi. Michiyoshi the sire of MFC Michiyoshi 522C is the #1 ranked bull free from
genetic disorders in the 2014 US sire summary. MFC Michiyoshi 522C is well on his way to exceeding his sire bringing not only a higher SCD score of AA-10 but
also a drastic increase in size. If you are looking to bring AA genetics into your herd without sacrificing size, MFC Michiyoshi 522C is the hands down best option
out there. MFC Michiyoshi 522C semen is EU Qualified for export. SEXED SEMEN will be available this fall.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

Lot 24 FEEDER
Hanen 20 head solar powered automatic feeder.

This is a brand new never used Hanen 20 cow solar powered
automatic feeder. I purchased six of these to get dealer pricing.
New, these units sale for over $10,000. These units have 20 individual slots. Timers in the feeder allow you to feed up to six
times per day. You set the amount of feed and the timing of
dispersal. These are great units for feeding calves or for feeding
cows numerous times a day when you don’t have the ability to
do so with your existing feeding routine. Units are located at
the ranch in Mineola. This unit is still in factory packaging and
has not been used.

Bid at www.rrmarketplace.com

